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Somalia has for long been in a complex and protracted state of crisis. Hence, these African Union missions – AMISOM/ATMIS – are to date the largest of its kind. Sustaining the mission’s deployment has required support from multiple actors, including assessed contributions channeled through the UN Support Office in Somalia (UNSOS). This paper offers lessons from the AMISOM/ATMIS experience to the ongoing discussions on UN financing of AU peace support operations. It also provides some recommendations and guiding questions to stimulate discussion.

The African Union Transition Mission in Somalia (ATMIS) is a multidimensional military, police and civilian mission, authorised by the African Union (AU) and mandated by the United Nations (UN) Security Council. ATMIS became operational on 1 April 2022, following the end of the AMISOM mandate. The mission is focused on creating conditions for both military and institutional autonomy of the Somali government.

Over the years, AMISOM and subsequently ATMIS have benefited of support from multiple actors, including AU, UN, the European Union (EU) as well as Troop and Police-Contributing Countries, and other partners. UN-assessed contributions have been a critical funding source for AMISOM/ATMIS, with a comprehensive financial, logistical, and technical support package provided through the UN Support Office in Somalia (UNSOS).

“Sustaining the mission’s deployment has required support from multiple actors, including assessed contributions channeled through the UN Support Office in Somalia (UNSOS)”

---

1 Through its African Peace Facility (APF), the EU is the largest direct contributor to AMISOM/ATMIS, for a total amount of close to €2.3 billion since 2007.
Key lessons from UN financing of AU peace operations

This financing model offers critical lessons on UN financing of AU peace support operations:

1. Operationalising partnerships

The AMISOM/ATMIS experience has offered an opportunity to test and put into practice critical elements of global–regional partnerships. In particular, complementarity and comparative advantage, burden–sharing, jointness, and subsidiarity. For example, while international partners provided a comprehensive mission support arrangement, AU has been responsible for generating the mission personnel, showing jointness and burden–sharing in practice. The AMISOM/ATMIS experience has also underlined the need for defined and clear reporting lines between the UN Security Council and the AU Peace and Security Council (PSC), on questions of compliance and accountability with human rights due diligence frameworks.

2. UN financing and support models

The set–up of AU peace support operations in Somalia helped experimenting with specific modalities of UN financial and logistical support packages, in a highly volatile context with kinetic military action. Coupled with the experience of other African–led missions, such as the G5–Sahel, the Somalia experience indicated that UN’s operational support arrangements, created for traditional peacekeeping, “may not be optimised to meet the requirements and operational tempos of African PSOs”. This refers to the fact that current UN operational support capabilities are designed for peacekeeping operations, rather than peace enforcement of high pace.

3. Mandates with clear financing

AMISOM/ATMIS has evolved sui generis, largely shaped by exogenous and endogenous factors, and has been highly dependent on EU funding. A key lesson from this experience is the importance of linking mission mandates with clear financing strategies. While mandating processes should make room for flexibility, they should in parallel be accompanied by clear financing that allows for predictable and sustainable funding.

4. Funding uncertainties effect mission effectiveness

The imbalance between voluntary and UN–assessed contributions has left AMISOM/ATMIS with an uncertain financing situation. As highlighted in the UN Secretary–General’s Report on Financing of AU peace support operations (May 2023), voluntary trust funds should be avoided as they do not provide an adequate, predictable, or sustainable source of funding, which affects planning and expectations management. The Report calls for UN to financially support AU peace support operations in a more systematic manner. It further suggests AMISOM/ATMIS type of UN support packages through assessed contributions as one of the preferred financing models. Financial uncertainty for the AU peace support mission in Somalia has affected its operational effectiveness and long–term planning. For example, recent discussions around the mission’s exit have been obscured by funding imperatives rather than the attainment of tangible peace and security results on the ground. Another lesson is the need for a systematic future funding coordination mechanism, in support of Somalia’s authorities.

“A key lesson from this experience is the importance of linking mission mandates with clear financing strategies”

Finally, the UN Secretary–General’s Policy Brief on the New Agenda for Peace (July 2023) reaffirms a similar call for the systematic consideration of support requests for AU, and sub–regional organisations.

---

2 The mission has been one of the deadliest operations, leading to the death of more than 3,500 personnel and more than 5,000 injuries during the sixteen years of operations. This figure is close to the total causalities recorded in the seventy years of UN peace operations.


Recommendations

a. Systematic & assessed funding
UN and AU should seize this momentum to push for adopting and implementing a UN Security Council resolution on financing AU missions. Sustained diplomacy by AU and the three African Council members is vital.

b. Strategic dialogue
AU and its Member States should pursue other avenues for greater burden sharing and mitigate Africa’s over-reliance on partner funding for its peace efforts. Strategic and high-level dialogue is key to enhancing the commitment of African Member States to the AU Peace Fund as a critical option to complement UN financing.

c. Regional collective security
The Summit of the Future scheduled for 2024 offers an important opportunity to engage in debates on the way forward for regional and global collective security mechanisms, including the financing of AU PSOs. AU and its member states should critically engage in these discussions, with adequate and crucial preparations at regional levels.

Guiding questions for working group discussions

- What lessons could be learned from missions like AMISOM/ATMIS, for future AU peace support operations mandated by the UN Security Council?

- Is there a need to adapt UN’s “toolbox” with new support models to strengthen AU peace support operations?

- How could UN and AU work collaboratively to ensure swift adoption of the UN Security Council framework resolution on financing AU-led missions?

- Under which circumstances could UN assessed contributions be used to fund African-led subregional peace support operations?

- What oversight mechanism for AU peace support operations could ensure compliance with international humanitarian and human rights law, as well as accountability on the transparent use of UN assessed contributions?
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